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SPECIFICATIONS

Carton: 1/1
Item ID: SEN-SKY-01-WH
EAN: 7290016037159
Size: 110 x 100 x 70 mm
Weight: 230 g

Recommended price

999 SEK

The Sensibo Sky is the ultimate solution to smart temperature control at home or in the office. It
simplifies managing your heating and cooling systems, offers remote monitoring and automation, and
leads to energy-saving practices. It provides seamless compatibility with Amazon Alexa and Google
Assistant, making your air conditioner conveniently voice-controlled. The Sensibo Sky embraces
technology that converges with simplicity and environmental friendliness, giving you effortless control
right from the palm of your hand, no matter where you are.

Complete control of your air conditioner
Works globally
Remote AC control
Energy-saving automation
Open API and IFTTT integration

Complete control of your air conditioner
The Sensibo Sky transforms your standard air conditioner or heat pump into a smart device. It ties
control, monitoring, and scheduling of numerous devices into a single app. It fosters sharing among
family members at home and colleagues in the office, scaling up comfort to everyone's benefit.

Works globally
Be it any country, any voltage or power outlet, Sensibo Sky extends its compatibility universally. Its
installation is a breeze, preparing your device for intelligent climate management in less than a minute.

Remote AC control
Your AC is now at your command from any corner of the globe. Keep an eye on temperature and
humidity from afar, ensuring ideal climatic conditions as if you were there.

Energy-saving automation
With Sensibo Sky, energy efficiency meets automation. Using your phone's location, it sets up the AC
to turn on before your arrival and shuts it off when everyone leaves. Embrace hassle-free temperature
maintenance while reaping energy savings.

Open API and IFTTT integration
The Sensibo Sky signifies adaptability with its extensive open API that accommodates community-
created extensions and integrations for SmartThings, OpenHab, Homebridge (for HomeKit) and more.
Pair it with IFTTT to help you create unique recipes and new automation.

Package includes

1 x Sensibo Sky device (White) 

Product specifications

Supported ACs & Heat Pumps: Works with any air conditioner or heat pump having a remote
control.
Sensors: Equipped with high-accuracy temperature and humidity sensors.
Dimensions (WxLxH): Measures 3.23” x 2.17" x 0.67".
Connectivity: Employs WiFi support (802.11 b/g/n @ 2.4GHz).
Apps: Compatible with iOS, Android, and HTML5.
Voice Assistants & Integrations: Supports Google Home, Amazon Alexa, SmartThings, and
IFTTT, and offers API support.
Electric Input: Requires a 5V1A micro USB adapter.
Automation: Supports 7-day schedules and timers, and features Climate React and Geo-
fencing capabilities.
Mounting Options: Can be mounted using double-sided tape or screws.
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